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Back by popular demand at Explora:
discover “Magical Science” at ADULT NIGHT

Explora invites adults 18 and over to discover the mystery and whimsy within their favorite STEAM
topics at this month’s Adult Night, held at Explora on Friday, May 19, 6:00-9:00 pm. Tickets are $10
general admission, $7 for ages 65+, students, or military with ID, and are completely free for Explora
Members!

Explora will be catering to all genres of magic, so guests can experiment, explore, and enjoy a wide
variety of activities, with the entirety of the museum at their fingertips! “Magical Science” visitors can
come brave a full bed of nails, test color-changing beverages, and learn a few new tricks of their own.
Enjoy performances from featured magicians Dan Gutierrez, Brenda Lamon, and Tom Plunkett.
Explora’s own Nathan Cournoyer will demonstrate spellbinding pyrotechnics.

Attendees can also grab some great grub from The Munchie Truck, view the night sky with
astronomers from The Albuquerque Astronomical Society (TAAS), weather permitting, and peruse
the final collective exhibition from the Shared.Futures Sci-Art collaborative, where local scientists
and artists pair to render a unique work of varied mediums based upon a shared vision expressing a
scientific phenomenon or concern. “It’s a fascinating and highly palpable means of bridging STEAM
disciplines together in the most visionary and creative manner possible, proposing both solutions and
beauty,” says Amythyst Marciano, Explora’s Marketing and Communications Manager. “As an added
feature to this Adult Night, the event is not to be missed!”

Guests can also try out all of Explora’s hands-on exhibits, including the ever popular bubble
station, high-wire suspended bike, paradox cafe, thermal camera, and hundreds more. Adult Night
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tickets are sold online at www.explora.us/programs/adult-night, by phone at (505) 600-6072, or
in-person at Explora’s Admissions Desk. You can also pay at the door if the event is not sold out.
Explora is located near Old Town at 1701 Mountain Rd NW, in Albuquerque.


